
More Appealing Oita! 

 

Now we, 5B group are going to make our presentation. 
Do you know a special campaign for sightseeing will be held in Oita this year?  
Oita will have one of the most special programs called “Destination Campaign” on July. 
We’ll talk about this program in detail later.  
We predict, in 2015, more and more people will come to Oita than ever before through this campaign. 
So we decided to research on what Oita attracts the most. 
<Slide 2> 
Our presentation will be conducted like this. 
<Slide 3> 
To begin with, we focus on sightseeing of hot springs in Oita and compare Oita with a famous place 
abroad which has a lot of hot springs. 
<Slide4> 
Overseas, one of the famous hot-spring cities is Baden-Baden in German. Baden-Baden is 
becoming very popular in the world. This city is relatively similar to Oita regarding to the national 
park , climate, nature and so on. So we want to introduce Burden-Burden as an example in foreign 
countries. 
<Slide5> 
we thought that why Baden- Baden has attracted  much attention from all over the world as one of 
the famous places is that Baden-Baden has arranged hot springs for all the family members, not 
only adults but also kids,  could be easy to use. The latest facilities have been introduced to enjoy 
a beauty salon and Spa. In addition to that, people who visit to the area can enjoy other leisure activities 

such as skiing and an amusement park. Compared to Japan, German has many more tourists who stay 

there on an annual average. We think people who visit German can stay for a long time and enjoy 

sightseeing without moving far because there are many places to make use of facilities. Therefore that 

makes it possible for foreigners to enjoy vacation in German for a long time. 

<Slide6> 
Next, we’ll introduce tourist attractions of Oita.  
<Slide7> 
As you know, Oita has lots of mountains, rivers and beautiful sea. Oita is famous for delicious foods 
and lots of hot springs. For example, a kind of fish dishes Sekisaba,Sekiaji and a kind of beef called 
“Bungogyu”. Hot springs such as Beppu Onsen or Yufuin Onsen is very famous in Japan as a tourist 
spot. New three famous views of Japan, Yabakei, Jigokumegiri have many visitors. 
<Slide8> 
Moreover, Oita is the first place in Japan as the number of spring sources and the amount of hot 
spring water. As for Beppu, Yufuin onsen, the popularity of onsen spot in Jpan was ranked within at 
the 5th last year.  Do you know that? 
 
 
<Slide 9> 



This graph shows that customers in Japan evaluated 47 prefectures by the field of 
the rate of recognition  
the rate of attraction  
the rate of willingness to invite tourists  
and other 23items. According to this graph, Oita prefecture has gradually dropped like this. 
<Slide 10> 
Then, Why is Oita little known? not so popular like this? We thought 2 reasons. 
<Slide11> 
First, it’s the way of providing information and advertisement.The reason why the rate of popularity 
has got decreasing is we can’t advertise all the attraction of Oita. In short, it’s lack of appealing. 
Second, it’s the difference from Baden-Baden. Baden-Baden is the sightseeing spot for tourist to 
stay for many days. Many people come there. On the other hand, Oita is not so popular. 
So, we thought sightseeing facilities in Oita has some problems as the style. 
<Slide12> 
So far, we are talking about our ideas. From now on, let’s see actual approach in Oita. 
First of all, I’ll talk about “Destination Campaign” which we stated at the beginning. 
This is one of the most special plan for sightseeing of all Japan, which is presented by JR company 
all over Japan to provide information and invite tourist to Oita. Now, many people use trains and can 
see the advertisement about Oita. This appealing will be exposed to eyes of many passengers. 
therefore this campaign will be effective. 
<Slide 14> 
Next, we’ll talk about a TV station in Oita planning and providing advertisement on TV. ~CM~ 
Have you ever watched this commercial?  Under a catch phrase “Onsenken Oita” which means 
Oita is the most famous prefecture in Japan, This commercial is being broadcasted for the many 
people of Kanto area. This is an advertisement we can introduce Oita effectively the most. 
<Slide15> 
Finally, it’s about urban redevelopment. Oita station and areas around there have been constructed 
for renewal. Especially, the building attached to the station called “JR Oita City” is expected as 
sightseeing industry. This is only an example but we can see that Oita try to focus on sightseeing 
now. However, we didn’t find out what the goal of Oita is. To solve some questions, we interviewed 
with Jyunko Takeda, sightseeing department of Oita prefectural office. Mrs. Takeda said that she 
expected lots of tourist would come to Oita through advertising Oita effectively. One of the pans is 
Campaign called ”oyumaji 22 in onsenken Oita ”. this plan is for young people , 22 year old, such as 
university students can take a long vacation , and if they come to Oita and enjoy ,they will come to 
like Oita and want to come back to Oita again. To foreign tourists, Oita prefecture asks foreign TV 
stations to give information of Oita on TV. Finally, Oita aims at each town of Oita taking advantage 
of the characteristic for sightseeing and wants many people to visit every sightseeing spot in Oita. 
<Slide 18> 
In conclusion, we have thought that Oita should aim to be a great city like Tokyo or Osaka but we 
can understand that we need to aim to have a city that makes tourists feel comfortable taking 
advantage of wonderful nature in Oita. What we have noticed through our research that Oita has 



more possibility of advertising our prefecture. Despite of much attraction, we have not yet done every 
possibility.  
Secondly, in Oita one sightseeing spot is far from another spot, so tourists tend to stay in one spot 
for short days. However, we are thinking that Oita has the possibility to develop a kind of long - term 
- stay-sightseeing spot making the most use of rich nature such as Onsen. Now, we know Oita has 
already approached many ways to invite lots of tourist by interview in the prefectural office. but 
however hard Oita may tackle any problem, if we can’t make a great appeal to tourists outside Oita, 
the plan would not work effectively. We thought it’s important for us to make the most use of media 
in order to advertise Oita and develop our sightseeing industry. And then what kind of media is the 
most useful? What is the best to use it? 
<Slide19> 
Thus, What we want to suggest is that  
<Slide 20> 
to develop application software. Now many people have a smart phone, and it has an great 
influenced on our lives. Oita prefecture has a great guide for sightseeing spots, but has not yet 
develop an on – line- system for the guide. Everyone can know about the advantage of Oita by the 
app with a coupon ticket or information about the attractive spots. and also with the app tourist can 
get information about how long they will take to go their destination. Tourists would be satisfied with 
their sightseeing. For foreign people, when we develop the app which can be put into various kinds 
of language. So we expect that many more tourist from foreign countries will come to Oita. 
In fact, a city in Hokkaido is using an application software like this. Baden –Baden is also one of the 
cities which use this app, but we’ll give an example of Hokkaido so that you can understand easily. 
<Slide 21> 
This is the application software called “Sapporo info” for sightseeing of Sapporo in Hokkaido. We 
can get information about the latest and the local events or other useful information for sightseeing 
by the app. In addition to that, the app only has a coupon ticket , and it deals with 5 languages. If we 
use this system and make this app developed, we can introduce Oita more to all over the world and 
we can make many tourists come. In order to do so, we must think how we develop this software , 
how we use this system , and how we spread this idea. 
We need much cost to develop this app. We have to make people in Oita prefecture understand. 
That’s all our suggestion. 
<Slide 22> 
Oita prefecture has a strong possibility to develop as a sightseeing prefecture. 
We hope that our Oita will exceed our expectation. 
Thank you for listening. 


